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Abstract The security of embedded systems can be

dramatically improved through the use of formally ver-

ified isolation mechanisms such as separation kernels,

hypervisors, or microkernels. For trustworthiness, par-

ticularly for system level behavior, the verifications need

precise models of the underlying hardware. Such mod-

els are hard to attain, highly complex, and proofs of

their security properties may not easily apply to sim-

ilar but different platforms. This may render verifica-

tion economically infeasible. To address these issues,

we propose a compositional top-down approach to em-

bedded system specification and verification, where the

system-on-chip is modeled as a network of distributed

automata communicating via paired synchronous mes-

sage passing. Using abstract specifications for each com-

ponent allows to delay the development of detailed mod-

els for cores, devices, etc., while still being able to verify

high level security properties like integrity and confi-

dentiality, and soundly refine the result for different in-

stantiations of the abstract components at a later stage.

As a case study, we apply this methodology to the verifi-

cation of information flow security for an industry scale

security-oriented hypervisor on the ARMv8-A platform

and report on the complete verification of guest mode

security properties in the HOL4 theorem prover.
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1 Introduction

The rise of embedded systems and the internet of things

has been met by a surge of cyber attacks against them.

A possible solution to this security problem is to design

provably secure systems on top of formally verified sep-

aration kernels and hypervisors that provide isolation

guarantees through virtualization and help to reduce

the trusted computing base.

Reflecting this trend towards increased use of vir-

tualization, hardware vendors have started to provide

hardware virtualization support also for embedded sys-

tem processors and system-on-chips (SoCs). Tasks pre-

viously done in software now rely on this hardware and

its correct configuration. At the same time, devices and

low-level hardware components like caches [23] and di-

rect memory access (DMA) controllers have also been

identified as potential attack surfaces. For instance, an

adversary controlling a DMA device (e.g. via a driver

[57]) might be able to circumvent the kernel’s memory

isolation and install stealthy key loggers [51] or even

take control of the whole system [38]. Input/output

memory management units (IOMMUs/SMMUs) allow

the kernel to constrain the address ranges accessible by

devices. However, IOMMUs are not always free from

vulnerabilities either [45] and proper configuration is

not entirely trivial. Whatever protection system design-

ers choose, it is crucial to include hardware attack sur-

faces, protection units, and the configuration of both

into the reasoning, when system software is formally

verified. However, the size and complexity of current

generation SoCs and the general unavailability of au-

thoritative system-level formal models1 make a compre-

1 The open source RISC-V architecture [42] and the recent
machine readable specifications released by ARM [41] are no-
table exceptions to this.
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hensive security verification a highly challenging task.

In addition, the cost-efficiency of system level verifica-

tion is adversely affected by the heterogeneous nature

of and steady evolution of SoC designs.

In this paper we report on a tool-assisted exper-

iment using the HOL4 theorem prover to verify in-

formation flow security for an industry-scale security-

oriented bare-metal hypervisor on ARMv8 [8]. Devel-

oped in the open source HASPOC project [25], the

hypervisor provides full virtualization with low perfor-

mance overhead and supports several versions of Linux

(Debian, Ubuntu) and Android running on the HiKey

96-boards platform based on the 8-core HiSilicon Kirin

620 Cortex-A53 SoC. The hypervisor statically parti-

tions system resources, i.e., cores, memory, devices, and

interrupts between the guests, thus there is no resource

sharing, except through a rudimentary, but usable, in-

ter guest communication discipline. The verification fo-

cuses on the behavior of the underlying SoC hardware

during guest execution. In particular, we consider mem-

ory, peripherals, (S)MMUs, cores – including their user

mode capabilities – as well as interrupt controllers.

To verify, even partially, a system of this complex-

ity requires extensive use of composition and abstrac-

tion. The SoC is modeled as a network of distributed

automata that communicate using synchronous mes-

sage passing. Abstract specifications for each compo-

nent allow to delay the development of detailed models

for cores, devices, etc., while still being able to verify

high level security properties like integrity and confi-

dentiality. Subsequently, abstract components can be

instantiated with more refined models and overall secu-

rity is preserved by discharging local verification con-

ditions identified in the top-level proof. Decomposition

provides the further advantage that guarantees on con-

stant parts can be reused when other parts change. Such

re-usability and adaptability is especially important for

embedded systems, since standard chip sets are rare

and verification needs to be performed for many differ-

ent custom SoC designs.

The top goal of the verification is to show infor-

mation flow security for the hosted guest systems, i.e.,

that information can only be exchanged between guest

partitions through allowed channels. To this end, it is

also necessary to prove integrity of the hypervisor, as

any successful attack may break the isolation guaran-

tees imposed on the system.

The security property is formulated as trace equiv-

alence between an ARMv8 platform model and an ide-

alized specification where guest systems are running

on dedicated SoCs with explicit communication chan-

nels between them, in the style of [15]. Both models

and the hypervisor design are completely formalized

in the HOL4 theorem prover and based on the user-

level ARMv8 CPU model of Fox [17]. We show trace-

equivalence using a bisimulation between the ideal and

platform model as an unwinding condition. While veri-

fication work is ongoing, for the part of the bisimulation

covering guest execution, i.e., the steps not virtualized

by hypervisor handlers, all corresponding cases have

been verified with reasonable effort. The formal arti-

facts are available online along with detailed technical

documentation of the models and theorems involved [9].

The work reported here pushes forward the state of

art in several directions. Previous work, e.g., seL4 [32],

CertiKOS [22], or Verisoft [39], has focused on core level

execution only with limited attention to system-wide

aspects such as interrupt processing, and in this con-

text little attention has so far been paid to the formal

analysis of information flow properties. Specifically, the

paper makes the following contributions:

– A system model, formalized in HOL4, based on an

earlier L3/HOL4-based model by Fox [17], of a multi-

core ARMv8-based SoC, including virtualization and

TrustZone extensions, two-stage MMUs, SMMUs,

devices, and an ARM-based Generic Interrupt Con-

troller (GIC).

– An ideal hypervisor model expressing the desired

isolation properties of a hypervisor in terms of phys-

ically separated “virtual” SoCs, connected through

an interrupt interface and shared channel buffers in

memory. The design and requirements of the hyper-

visor itself is described in more detail in [8].

– A proof of trace equivalence between the system

model and the ideal model, with key parts machine-

verified using the HOL4 theorem prover.

– A demonstration how the trace equivalence result

can be used to transfer security properties at the

ideal model level to the system model.

– The development of key abstraction-based mecha-

nisms that help reduce the amount of detail needing

to be considered in the formal proof.

The paper is organized as follows: After discussing

related work in Section 2 we present the high level mod-

eling framework and the general abstraction mecha-

nisms used to realize the proofs in Sections 3 and 4. We

detail the ARMv8-based platform model in Section 5

and the hypervisor model in Section 6. The ideal model

is introduced in Section 7 and in Section 8 we present

the trace equivalence proof. Then, in Section 9 we show

how the result can be used to derive information flow

security. In Section 10 we discuss the implementation of

the proof in the HOL4 theorem prover. Finally, in Sec-

tions 11 and 12 we discuss some of the issues, design

choices, and limitations encountered during this work,

as well as directions for future research.
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2 Related Work

The merits of compositional reasoning for the design

and validation of embedded systems have been widely

acknowledged in the field, c.f. [18,49,5,58,27]. A com-

positional approach based on component abstraction

and rely-guarantee reasoning is also at the core of the

contract-based design and verification paradigm [43,

14]. In this work, we apply the same underlying tech-

niques to the formal verification of security properties

for the low-level execution platform, that are estab-

lished if the hardware is configured properly by a trusted

or verified piece of software, e.g., a hypervisor.

The first verification exercises of system software

date back several decades [16]. The research discipline

has gained increased traction in recent years through

prominent projects such as seL4 [32] and Verisoft (XT)

[4,39]. Since isolation is both enabled (e.g. by MMUs)

and threatened (e.g. by DMA) by hardware, it is cru-

cial to include underlying hardware into the reasoning.

This gains even more importance with virtualization

support that shifts tasks traditionally managed by soft-

ware to hardware units such as 2-stage MMUs. Given

the central role of memory management, recent work

modeled the effects of several kinds of MMUs, their

proper configuration, caches, TLBs, and their interplay

with system software [6,12,37,52,7]. The formalization

of peripherals has been done both from a functional and

from a security perspective. For security, the main con-

cern is the preservation of memory isolation in the pres-

ence of DMA devices [13]. Kernel verification has been

studied both for settings with IOMMUs [54,26,21] and

for peripherals configured to comply with constrained

access policies [46]. Finally, kernel code is not the only

code executing on the system’s processors. Instruction

sets might grant to low-privileged code access to sensi-

tive resources in unforeseen ways, as the Meltdown [34],

Spectre [33], and Foreshadow [55] attacks demonstrate

quite strikingly. While it is possible to mitigate such

threats, it is important to be aware of them both in the

design and verification of kernels through the use of pre-

cise hardware models. ARM started to create machine-

readable ISA specifications [41] and demonstrated how

to exploit them to check noninterference properties of

the ARMv8-M security extensions. Similarly, the infor-

mation flow behavior of ARMv7 user mode execution

has been analyzed in [47]. Arguably, these models are

still not detailed enough to capture all possible sys-

tem security attack vectors. Here, instead of focusing

on single system parts at varying levels of detail, we

are interested in a holistic view and system-wide isola-

tion guarantees, where existing results can potentially

be reused as building blocks for models that may grad-

i, j ∈ I i 6= j

K(i).snd(s(i),m, s′i) K(j).rcv(s(j),m, s′j)

Msg i j m ` s→ s[i 7→ s′i; j 7→ s′j ]
Msg

i ∈ I K(i).τ(s(i), s′i)

Tau i ` s→ s[i 7→ s′i]
Tau

i ∈ I K(i).rcv(s(i),m, s′i)

ExtI im ` s→ s[i 7→ s′i]
ExtI

i ∈ I K(i).snd(s(i),m, s′i)

ExtO im ` s→ s[i 7→ s′i]
ExtO

Fig. 1: Overall system semantics. Component i in state s is
updated to s′i using notation s[i 7→ s′i].

ually be refined to capture all hardware behaviors of

the underlying hardware.

3 System Model

Systems are modeled as a (finite) collection K of com-

ponents K(i), where i is a member of some index set

I. A component is a labeled transition system with

states σ ∈ Σ, initial states Σ0 ⊆ Σ, and transitions

snd(σ,m, σ′), rcv(σ,m, σ′), and τ(σ, σ′) representing,

respectively, the sending and receiving of message m

(the nature of which is left unspecified for now), and

the internal, unobservable transition from component

state σ to component state σ′. We use relations and

not functions to represent transitions, in order to not

rule out nondeterministic component models.

Components synchronize between themselves using

synchronization vectors t ∈ T defined by:

t ::= Msg i j m | Tau i | ExtI im | ExtO im ,

where i, j ∈ I. A vector Msg i j m denotes that a mes-

sage m may be sent from component i to j, assuming

i 6= j. Vector Tau i represents internal actions of com-

ponent i. Similarly, vectors ExtI im and ExtO im

denote external I/O actions of component i with asso-

ciated messages m from or to the system’s environment.

A (global) system state s ∈ S is now a mapping

from component indices i ∈ I to component states

s(i) ∈ K(i).Σ. For all transitions t ∈ T a correspond-

ing system transition from state s to s′ is denoted by

t ` s → s′ and defined in Figure 1. There the global

system transitions are mapped to local component ac-

tions in the obvious way. In particular, a message pass-

ing transition Msg is only enabled globally, if both the

sending and receiving actions are enabled in the corre-

sponding components. We overload our transition no-

tation for schedules t = t1, . . . , tn ∈ T ∗, i.e., t ` s→ s′

means that s′ can be reached from s by executing the
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transitions tj in order for j ∈ [1 : n]. For the empty

schedule ε we set ε ` s→ s′ ≡ (s = s′).

4 Modeling and Verification Approach

Below we discuss the instantiation of the system model

for a given system-on-chip and introduce our abstraction-

based verification methodology.

4.1 Modeling a System-on-Chip

When instantiating the above framework to a concrete

SoC we generally model bus masters, e.g., cores, devices

and the memory system, including caches and RAM, as

separate components, and the memory buses and inter-

rupt signals as synchronization vectors. External inputs

and outputs are specific for each device, modeling for

instance network packages, user input, sensor data, or

actuator control signals.

Communication through memory buses and inter-

rupt signals is by its nature mostly asynchronous, i.e.,

a sender does not usually know when a message will

be received or a potential reply be returned. In order

to map such asynchronous communication to the syn-

chronous rendezvous of the modeling framework intro-

duced above, the channels can be modeled as buffers,

either separate or merged with the sending or receiving

component. Receiving transitions in such a system can

occur whenever a component is ready to receive data

from a memory bus or an interrupt. Conversely, send-

ing transitions occur whenever a component is ready

to send data or an interrupt. A component that both
receives and sends information simultaneously can be

modeled by two separate transitions, where the receiv-

ing transition is executed first and then blocks until

the sending transition is completed. As defined above,

the synchronized send and receive transitions represent

atomic actions in the SoC model. When defining the

component transitions, care must be taken wrt. atom-

icity not to rule out interleavings of actions that may

lead to externally observable behavior. To this end in-

ternal transitions can be used to control the granularity

of component transitions and expose intermediate com-

ponent states that are observable by other components

or the environment through communication.

The instantiation proposed above does not explic-

itly model time. As computer systems are discrete, and

external communication is generally asynchronous, the

exact timing of signals and component transitions can

often be neglected so that the interleaving model cap-

tures all system behaviors. In principle, time can be

represented as an additional variable of the model [1]

and by restricting possible interleavings accordingly. In

practice, however, current multicore commodity plat-

forms like ARMv8 are generally regarded as too com-

plex for precise time modeling to be feasible [56].

4.2 Abstraction

Proving properties of an execution platform of ARMv8’s

complexity requires very extensive use of abstraction

to not get overwhelmed by detail. In the work reported

here we have used a simple abstraction mechanism that

in many cases allows us to greatly reduce the amount

of information needing to be processed. Formally, we

introduce abstract component states Σ̂i, and abstrac-

tion (aka lifting) functions d·ei : K(i).Σ → Σ̂i for all

i ∈ I. For example, a memory M may be implemented

using a complex hierarchy of storage elements, such as

caches, RAM, and nonvolatile memory. An abstraction

dMei that hides these details from a top level proof

may instead view the memory contents as a flat map

of addresses to values, when doing so is adequate to

establish the desired result.

We refrain from also lifting the transitions. Instead

we introduce a notion of abstract transition specifica-

tion that constrains the behavior of the concrete com-

ponents via predicates on the abstract states. The spec-

ifications act as proof obligations that need to be dis-

charged for any instantiation of a component covered

by the abstraction, and can thus be used in place of

a concrete component model in a top level proof. We

use two types of such specifications. The first is a be-

havioral specification that restricts the semantics of a

component transition using a condition P on the ab-

stract prestate and a condition Q to relate the abstract

pre and poststates. For all transitions sending a mes-

sage m (and similarly for receiving and internal steps)

we require the following property, given a behavioral

specification (P,Q) for component i:

∀σ,m, σ′. K(i).snd(σ,m, σ′) ⇒ P (dσei,m)

∧ Q(dσei,m, dσ′ei)

That is, the pre and postconditions P and Q must be

sound in the sense that if a transition is taken then the

precondition holds on the abstract prestate, and the

postcondition correctly links the abstract prestate with

the abstract poststate, possibly conditional on some

system level invariant established separately. As an ex-

ample of a behavioral specification, consider a memory

that receives and answers read requests. In the latter

case a necessary precondition (P ) is that any answer

m sent by the memory is related to a request pending

in the prestate. Postcondition Q would at least require
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that the value being sent is consistent with the content

of the requested address in the abstract memory view

and that memory contents are unchanged. Note, that

P and Q implicitly induce a transition relation on the

abstract states for messages m. The required property

then effectively states that this relation is a sound ab-

straction of the detailed component semantics.

Secondly, an enabling specification gives a sufficient

condition E on an abstract prestate under which a cer-

tain concrete component transition is enabled. In its

simplest form, we require the following property for a

transition out of a prestate σ, sending message m.

∀σ,m. E(dσei,m) ⇒ ∃σ′. K(i).snd(σ,m, σ′)

In our memory example, E could for instance say that a

matching request for answer m is pending and that the

value in m matches the memory contents in dσei. Then

the specification would require that the memory is al-

ways able to send this answer. We also allow to existen-

tially quantify over the sent messagem, e.g., saying that

for every read request pending, an answer matching the

memory contents may be sent. In a more general form,

enabling specifications are pairs of predicates (E,F ),

requiring the following property for sending transitions

(and similarly for rcv and τ) of a component i:

∀σ, x. E(dσei, x) ⇒ ∃σ′,m. K(i).snd(σ,m, σ′)

∧ F (x, dσei,m, dσ′ei)
(1)

Here we introduce a symbolic variable x to capture any

information pertaining to prestate σ that is used by F

to constrain the desired transition. For instance, in the

example above, x would represent any pending read re-

quest in σ and F would demand that m matches x and

the contents of σ. In general, we allow also to demand

certain effects of the required transition by constraining

its abstract poststate dσ′e via F . Observe that the sim-

ple enabling condition above is an instance of the gen-

eral form with x = m and F (x, σ̂,m′, σ̂′) ≡ (x = m′).

A typical application in the verification reported be-

low (cf. Sect. 8) is to establish a bisimulation relation

R between a high level ideal model and a refined model

reflecting the behavior realized in the concrete system.

Then, if we use σ, σ′ to represent ideal states and σ, σ′

to represent states in the refined model then a typical

verification condition using abstractions to aid model-

ing at both ideal and refined model levels might look

like the following:

∀σ, σ,m, σ′. dσei R dσei ∧ snd(σ,m, σ′)⇒
∃σ′. snd(σ,m, σ′) ∧ dσ′ei R dσ′ei

(2)

In this case the enabling specification (1) is instantiated

by formula (2) as follows:

– x = (σ,m, σ′),

– E(dσei, x) = dσei R dσei ∧ snd(σ,m, σ′), and

– F (x, dσei,m′, dσ′ei) = dσ′ei R dσ′ei ∧m = m′,

Behavioral and enabling specifications are not inde-

pendent. In particular, the sufficient preconditions of a

transition need to imply the necessary ones, otherwise

the specifications could contradict each other and we

would assume specifications that are logically equiva-

lent to false. For the same reason, also the predicates

F , P , and Q must not be contradictory. Formally, we

expect specifications to pass the following sanity checks.

∀σ̂, x,m, σ̂′. E(σ̂, x) ∧ F (x, σ̂,m, σ̂′) ⇒ P (σ̂,m)

∀x. ∃σ̂,m, σ̂′. F (x, σ̂,m, σ̂′) ∧ P (σ̂,m) ∧Q(σ̂,m, σ̂′)

The abstraction technique outlined above allows to

start verification with an underspecified abstract model

which passes the sanity checks and only later develop a

more detailed model that concretizes the abstract one,

reducing the initial modeling effort. This approach can

also be applied to the definition of the messages of the

system, i.e., leaving certain message parts underspeci-

fied when they are not essential to the proof. In practice,

for our case study we have experienced that component

specifications can be made very abstract using uninter-

preted and underspecified types and functions, without

losing expressiveness wrt. the verification of platform

security properties. During instantiation one needs to

fill in these gaps, i.e., make the definitions of the ab-

stract states, the messages, and the abstraction func-

tion precise. Also, the proof obligations stated as ab-

stract transition specifications must be discharged.

An important question is then how detailed the ab-

straction should be. There are several considerations.

An important one is instantiation and the correspond-

ing proof obligations: the abstraction must be detailed

enough to identify when a given transition is enabled.

Also the abstraction needs to expose all state variables

required to express a desired property. In the area of

information flow security this usually means that all

state variables directly or indirectly observable by an

attacker must be represented at the abstract level. For

a given abstraction d·ei, this requirement is expressed

by the following completeness proof obligation in case of

a sending transition (and similarly in the other cases).

∀σ2, σ1,m, σ′1. dσ1ei = dσ2ei ∧ K(i).snd(σ1,m, σ
′
1) ⇒

∃σ′2. K(i).snd(σ2,m, σ
′
2) ∧ dσ′1ei = dσ′2ei

Again the completeness proof obligation is an enabling

specification for x = (σ1,m, σ
′
1), E(dσ2ei, x) being de-

fined like the antecedent of the implication, and

F (x, dσ2ei,m2, dσ′2ei) ≡ dσ′1ei = dσ′2ei ∧m2 = m .
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Intuitively, if an abstraction does not fulfill the property

for a given instantiation, it means there is a variable in

the instantiation that is not covered by the abstraction

function, but its values leak directly or indirectly into

other abstract state variables. Hence, for such an in-

stantiation the corresponding abstraction is too weak

to be used in arguments about component i’s informa-

tion flow properties. Nevertheless, it can still be used

to prove safety properties of any valid instantiation.

5 ARMv8 Platform Model

As the basis for our modeling work we extended the

user-level ARMv8 CPU model by Fox [17] with system-

level functionality, i.e., the register state and instruc-

tions for the hypervisor and TrustZone execution modes,

as well as virtualization extensions in form of a two-

stage MMU. For a complete SoC model, detailed mod-

els of the System MMU (SMMU, aka IOMMU), the

Generic Interrupt Controller (GIC), the memory sub-

system, and all of the devices were missing.

The full model decomposes the SoC state s ∈ S into

the following components:

– a parameterized number of ARMv8 cores including

their first stage MMUs,

– the corresponding second-stage MMU for each core,

– a shared flat main memory component,

– a parameterized number of arbitrary devices,

– a corresponding SMMU component for each device,

– the GIC, that is treated as a special kind of device.

There is another special device, the power controller

used for starting and stopping cores, but we omit its

description here for brevity.

The first stage MMUs are merged with the core

models. In a hypervisor scenario the first stage MMUs

are controlled by the untrusted guests, therefore their

interactions with the cores are irrelevant to overall sys-

tem security allowing to simplify the model. For this

reason we refer to second stage MMUs simply by “MMU”.

Also, having one SMMU per device may seem like a

strong assumption, but modern SMMUs usually man-

age different session IDs for different devices, hence we

model them as private SMMUs for each device.2

The possible communication channels between the

components, i.e., the synchronization vectors, are de-

picted in Figure 2. We distinguish

– memory requests (Q) and replies (R),

2 Note that this model requires a correctness proof, show-
ing that one SMMU virtualizes several SMMUs via different
session IDs. We assume this here for the sake of a simpler
model.

Fig. 2: Decomposed ARMv8 platform model: Arrows show
the possible flow of messages between different components;
other cores, (S)MMUs, and devices in the system are elided.

– virtual and physical interrupts, and

– external input and output signals for the devices,

as messages of our system model. Memory requests are

reads, writes, or page table walks of some (S)MMU and

they record at least the address and size of memory ac-

cesses as well as the written values in case of writes.

In addition, requests contain an uninterpreted compo-

nent to encode further instantiation-dependent message

information, e.g., memory access types, cacheability at-

tributes, or unique message identifiers.

Memory replies contain either a result for a match-

ing request or a fault, e.g., due to failed MMU access

permission checks. Our case study does not cover spe-

cial memory instructions like barriers or cache flushes.

Reflecting a modeling decision in our initial CPU

model, the MMU automaton handles all communica-

tion between core and memory (cf. Fig. 2). Similarly,

devices access the memory directly (DMA) via their

SMMU. We decided not to model the memory bus ex-

plicitly. It is integrated into the memory component,

which thus needs to distinguish regular memory ac-

cesses from memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) accesses by

the cores and forward the latter to the right device

(not involving any SMMU). Devices may send inter-

rupts to the GIC, from where they are forwarded to the

cores according to configuration of the GIC distributor

module. Cores can also request software-generated in-

terrupts (SGIs) to other cores through MMIO accesses

to the GIC distributor and the hypervisor can configure

virtual interrupts for the guests through accesses to the

corresponding GIC virtualization control interface.

The component configurations in our system model

are uninstantiated, and we describe their behavior in-

stead using abstract specifications, adapting the level

of detail to the requirements of the top level security

proof. Specifically, the component state is kept as ab-

stract as possible. To keep track of sent and received

memory requests, as well as received memory replies,

all abstract component states are equipped with cor-

responding history variables. We distinguish different

transitions of components depending on the type of the

transition (send, receive, internal) and the type of mes-

sage involved (memory, interrupt, external). For each
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transition, we provide a behavioral specification, cap-

turing pre and postconditions of the transition, and an

enabling specification, capturing when a specific tran-

sition is enabled. Almost all components can perform

internal transitions, which are mostly underspecified ex-

cept for history variable updates. Further details on the

components and their specifications are given below.

5.1 Core and First Stage MMU

We model explicitly the program counter (PC) and pro-

cessor status register (containing among others the ex-

ecution level). The remaining register state is split into

an uninterpreted guest register state and a hypervisor

register state. The guest register state contains all reg-

isters accessible in execution levels EL0 and EL1, e.g.,

general purpose registers as well as system registers con-

trolling the first stage MMU. The hypervisor register

state contains control registers accessible in EL2 and

EL3, we only model those relevant for the hypervisor

design, e.g., HCR EL2 and SCR EL3, controlling traps

from guest mode.

In addition to the registers and the history variable

recording outstanding memory requests, the abstract

core state also contains an uninterpreted instantiation-

dependent state variable that is used to represent in-

ternal core information like the currently executing in-

struction(s) or the pipeline state. Since it is uninter-

preted, we can only reason about its semantics using

equality, i.e., stating that two internal states are equal

or not, or by introducing additional abstractions on

top of it. The internal state variable determines, e.g.,
when the cores are ready to send memory requests, and

we make use of it when coupling cores in the platform

model with corresponding cores in the idealized system

model, requiring that they have the same internal state

during guest execution.

The possible transitions of the core are sending or

receiving a memory request and receiving a virtual or

physical interrupt in addition to internal transitions

representing, e.g., arithmetic operations. We leave tran-

sitions that do not change the execution mode largely

underspecified, e.g., for sending memory requests we

assume that all information in guest registers besides

the execution mode may change arbitrarily. We only

demand that the history variable recording sent re-

quests is updated correctly and that hypervisor regis-

ters are unchanged. Note that the enabling specification

for sending requests cannot be given directly, because

it depends on the internal state of the core. Instead

we provide a specification in relation to an ideal model

core, that is explained later.

Memory replies may be received from the MMU

if there is a matching outstanding request. They are

modeled similarly to send transitions unless a fault is

received. Then, on system calls and when receiving in-

terrupts, an exception occurs. If the mode changes to

EL2 or higher, we model the behavior precisely, in or-

der to identify the responsible hypervisor handler. For

instance, a behavioral specification of receiving an asyn-

chronous interrupt, requires the necessary precondition

that interrupts are not masked and no outstanding mem-

ory request is waiting for an answer. Only then is the

exception taken, setting the PC to the corresponding

interrupt vector, saving the guest context to banked

registers, and changing the mode to EL2, among other

effects prescribed by the postcondition.

5.2 Second Stage MMU

The detailed model of the ARMv8 memory manage-

ment units is quite complex, exhibiting a large num-

ber of different address translation schemes and corner

cases. However, if configured statically by the hypervi-

sor this complexity can be handled by representing the

explicit MMU configuration (i.e., registers and page ta-

bles) as an abstract translation scheme parameterized

for each guest and by keeping track of the translation

status for pending memory requests.

To give a flavor of our abstraction method we define

the abstract state of an MMU below. It contains the

following variables:

– active ∈ B – denotes whether the second stage MMU
is enabled (always true when guest is running),

– QR,QS ⊂ Q – history variables recording the out-

standing memory requests received from the cores

and sent to memory (including page table lookups

and translated requests),

– RR,PTL ⊂ R – history variables recording received

memory replies that need to be forwarded to the

core and the accumulated set of page table lookup

memory replies,

– cfg – the uninterpreted configuration of the MMU,

defining, e.g., the page table base or translation mode

(constant after system initialization),

– state : Q→ ⊥ | Trans Q∪⊥ | Final Q∪⊥ | Fault
– the current translation status of core requests to

the MMU. Status state(q) = ⊥ means that q is not

currently pending at the MMU, Trans q′ means

that q is being translated and a page lookup q′ was

requested from memory, Final q′ means that q was

translated into q′ and sent to memory. In both cases

q′ = ⊥ is used if a corresponding memory request is
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yet to be sent. Naturally, status Fault indicates a

translation fault, e.g., due to lacking permissions.

While the hypervisor is running on a core, we model

its MMU as being turned off and core requests are just

forwarded to memory without translation. If an MMU

u is enabled, i.e., due.active, we have the following cases

and behavioral specifications for transitions to u′:

Receiving a core’s memory request q – We require that

q is not already pending, i.e., q /∈ due.QR. No abstract

state variables change except du′e.QR = due.QR ∪ {q}
and du′e.state(q) ∈ {Trans⊥,Fault}, i.e., q is recorded

in the received requests and either enters the transla-

tion phase or it fails directly, for instance due to an

address size error.

Sending a translation table lookup or a final memory

request q′ to memory – In either case q′ /∈ due.QS and

there must not be a reply matching q′ in due.RR al-

ready. Moreover there needs to exist a pending request

q with due.state(q) ∈ {Trans ⊥,Final ⊥} for which

q′ is sent. The next state for q is then either Trans q′

and q′ is a page table lookup, or Final q′ and q′ is an

address-translated version of q. Nothing else changes

except du′e.QS = due.QS ∪ {q′}.

Receiving a reply r from memory – A matching re-

quest q′ ∈ due.QS was sent for a core request q with

due.state(q) ∈ {Trans q′,Final q′}. In the first case r

is a page table lookup reply and du′e.PTL = due.PTL∪
{r}. The next state for q may be Fault in case of

translation faults, Trans ⊥ if translation is not fin-

ished yet, and Final ⊥ otherwise. In the second case

r is the reply for a translated core request. We record

du′e.RR = due.RR∪{r} and leave q′ status unchanged.

In both cases we have du′e.QS = due.QS \ {q′} and no

other changes.

Sending reply r to the core – A corresponding request

q ∈ due.QR has either status Fault or Final q′. In the

first case r is a fault reply computed for q. Otherwise

there is a reply r′ ∈ due.RR that matches q′ and r is

a reversely address-translated version of r′. Moreover

r is not a second stage translation fault and we have

du′e.RR = due.RR \{r′}. In both cases we also demand

du′e.QR = due.QR \ {q} and du′e.state(q) = ⊥.

Secure address translation scheme The behavioral spec-

ifications above do not specify when a memory access

will fail or succeed as this behavior of the MMU depends

on its configuration and the page tables in memory. In

order to abstract from the specific page table layout of

the architecture and capture the desired memory isola-

tion guarantees, we introduce an uninterpreted notion

of golden page tables and MMU configurations that

implement a given restricted address map for a guest,

which, e.g., does not allow accesses to other guests’ un-

shared memory or the locations of the page tables itself.

Assuming that an MMU has such a golden configu-

ration, and has only ever looked up page table entries

from a corresponding golden page table, we can further

constrain the behavior of the MMU, in particular:

– further page table lookups only target the region of

the golden page tables,

– final translations reflect the desired address map,

– faults result only from accesses to unmapped ad-

dresses or write permission faults.

In addition, while a request is being translated, we

consider it nondeterministic when it will reach its final

state or result in a fault. Assuming a golden configu-

ration and page tables we require a progress condition

that one of the possible outcomes will occur after a fi-

nite amount of MMU lookup steps.

5.3 Memory

In this case study we use a simple coherent, multi-copy

atomic shared memory model without architecturally

visible side effects from the caches or other parts of

the memory sub-system. This is reflected in our ab-

stract memory specification, which consists of a sin-

gle page-addressable map of physical memory contents

along with the message history variables. Memory tran-

sitions consist of:

– receiving a request from an MMU or SMMU (in case

of device DMA access),

– forwarding a core’s MMIO access to a device,

– receiving a device’s reply to an MMIO access,

– sending a reply for an earlier memory request.

In the last case, for RAM accesses we require that the

usual memory semantics apply, i.e., reads return the

contents for requested addresses without changing mem-

ory, writes update only the contents for targeted ad-

dresses. MMIO replies from devices are just forwarded

to the requesting cores. The soundness of the flat mem-

ory model is discussed in Section 11.

5.4 Devices and System MMUs

Since all DMA accesses are protected by the SMMUs

and the guests have full control over the devices with-

out the hypervisor ever touching them, we can leave
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the device states completely uninterpreted except for

an active flag and a number of explicitly defined his-

tory variables keeping track of received and sent DMA

and MMIO messages. Device transitions consist of:

– receiving and replying to MMIO accesses from mem-

ory on behalf of a core,

– sending DMA requests to an SMMU (if active holds)

and receiving DMA replies,

– sending or receiving external signals associated with

that device,

– sending an interrupt associated with that device to

the GIC, if active holds.

We provide behavioral specifications only, stating san-

ity checks based on the book-keeping of messages, e.g.,

that each sent reply matches a pending MMIO request.

Our synchronous message passing approach fits well

with edge-triggered interrupt signaling, but it also cov-

ers level-triggered interrupts, depending on the GIC’s

interpretation of the edge signals.

SMMU On a detailed level the SMMUs on ARM SoCs

differ from the regular MMUs of the cores. However,

the translation mechanism is similar and on an ab-

stract level both MMUs and SMMUs implement the

same kind of functionality. Hence, we use the same ab-

stract specification for SMMUs as for MMUs, albeit

parameterized with different translation schemes3, de-

pending on the guest a device belongs to. It is a par-

ticular strength of our approach to allow the reuse of

abstract models for components with similar function-

ality, but different implementation.

5.5 Generic Interrupt Controller

The interrupt controller used on our ARM platform

(GICv2) contains four different register states:

– the interrupt distributor shared by all cores, and for

each core:

– a physical interrupt interface,

– a virtual interrupt control interface,

– a virtual interrupt interface.

In the abstract specification we largely leave the regis-

ters underspecified, except for control registers used by

the hypervisor.

For modeling the side effects of MMIO accesses to

the GIC and interrupt reception, we introduce uninter-

preted abstraction functions that map the distributor

register contents to the physical interrupt state for the

3 For simplicity of the model, we forbid DMA accesses to
other devices and the GIC in this work.

whole system and the control interface registers to the

virtual interrupt state per core. The possible GIC ac-

tions are:

– receiving an interrupt from a device,

– signaling a physical or virtual interrupt to a core,

– receiving MMIO accesses from the cores to one of

the register states,

– replying to an MMIO access.

Side effects of such transitions are expressed rather on

the interrupt state than on the register state which can

change either nondeterministically or is unaffected by a

given transition. However, our behavioral specification

constrains the change of registers exposing the current

interrupt state to reflect to the prescribed change in

the abstract interrupt state. For example, as the virtual

interrupt interface is only used by the guest, we leave

the effect on corresponding registers unspecified and

overapproximate the side effects of MMIO accesses on

the interrupt state. In particular, accesses to the virtual

interrupt interface only ever affect interrupts pending

or active on that interface and inactive interrupts stay

inactive. Only for the registers explicitly touched by the

hypervisor, e.g., to configure inter-processor interrupts,

we model the effect of accessing the registers in detail.

For interrupt signaling, the GIC transition is syn-

chronized with a corresponding receiving transition at

the targeted core. Thus the signaling is modeled to oc-

cur in sync with the core taking the exception for the

asynchronous interrupt. We only distinguish physical

from virtual interrupts (which can only be received in

guest mode) and only model IRQ interrupt signals.

6 Hypervisor Model

The main functionality of the HASPOC hypervisor [8]

is to bring up the platform into a state where different

guest systems can run in statically allocated, isolated

partitions, such that each guest owns a number of cores,

devices and their interrupts, as well as a region of mem-

ory exclusively. Inter-guest communication (IGC) is al-

lowed only via predefined unidirectional shared memory

channels between pairs of guests and associated inter-

processor notification interrupts that can be requested

through hypercalls. There is also a secure boot loader

that cryptographically verifies the authenticity of the

provided hypervisor and guest images.

For this work we are mainly interested in the plat-

form invariant Inv : S→ B that constrains the abstract

states of all component configurations of the SoC dur-

ing system execution to enable the desired information

flow policy and guarantee hypervisor integrity. To name

a few of the most important properties:
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– All translated requests sent by an (S)MMU are con-

strained by the translation scheme of the correspond-

ing guest, i.e., translated core and device requests

may access only the associated guest’s physical mem-

ory, including writes to outgoing and reads to in-

coming IGC channels. In addition, cores may access

memory mapped I/O regions of owned devices and

the GIC virtual interrupt interface.

– Likewise, all pending requests in memory from cores

running in guest mode or devices address the asso-

ciated guest’s region of memory. Forwarded MMIO

requests are sent by cores with the same owner as

the targeted device and addresses match the device’s

memory-mapped I/O region. Requests to GIC reg-

isters other than the virtual interrupt interface are

sent by cores running in hypervisor mode. For re-

ply messages traversing the platform, similar restric-

tions hold.

– Page tables are stored in hypervisor memory, dis-

joint from guest memory. The page tables are fixed

and, together with the MMU configurations estab-

lished by the hypervisor initialization phase, imple-

ment a secure translation scheme for guests, guar-

anteeing memory isolation modulo IGC channels.

– The GIC is configured in such a way that physical

device interrupts can only be forwarded to cores of

the same associated guest. SGIs are only pending

or active between cores of the same guest, unless

they have a special ID reserved for IGC notifica-

tions. Similarly, only interrupts from devices belong-

ing to a given guest may be pending or active at its

core’s virtual interrupt interfaces.

– Well-formedness invariants are imposed on messages

and the abstract state of all SoC components. For in-

stance, for an (S)MMU u we couple the received and

sent memory messages with the translation state ac-

cording to the behavioral specification. We require,

e.g., that q ∈ due.QR holds iff due.state(q) 6= ⊥ or

that for replies r ∈ due.RR, there exists a request q

with due.state(q) = Final q′ such that r matches q′

which is an address-translated version of q.

– Additional invariants capture intermediate states of

the hypervisor computation, in particular they re-

strict the value of hypervisor system registers and

its internal data structures.

The invariant has to be preserved by all guest and

hypervisor steps for all components of the SoC. We

identify properties of the abstract component states

that must hold in the initial system states s0 ∈ S0 with

s0(i) ∈ K(i).Σ0 for i ∈ I, e.g., that initially no memory

requests or interrupts are pending, devices are inactive,

and cores start in EL3 executing the boot loader. Then

we have to prove:

Theorem 1 All computations t ` s0 → s′ starting in

an initial system state s0 ∈ S0 preserve the platform

invariant, i.e., Inv(s′) holds.

The theorem can be proved by induction on n. In

particular the invariant needs to be defined on the state

abstractions in such a way that Inv(s0) holds for all

such s0, requiring certain invariant parts, like the cor-

rect configuration of the (S)MMUs, only after they have

been established by corresponding phases of the hy-

pervisor initialization process. In the induction step we

distinguish all possible component transitions and use

their behavioral specifications to show that the invari-

ants are preserved. Decomposition allows some mea-

sure of local reasoning as at most two components are

changed in one step and others usually retain their in-

variants as they are unaffected.

For example, in the proof of memory isolation we

can focus on the interplay of (S)MMU and memory,

arguing that (1) the MMU is configured correctly to

only send translation requests to the area where the

hypervisor stores the secure second level page tables,

(2) memory returns the correct values of data stored

in it, i.e., entries from the secure page table, and (3) if

the MMU translates a guest’s memory request success-

fully, only using entries from the secure page table for

that guest, the translated memory request addresses

the guest’s memory region.

In addition to platform initialization, the hypervisor

contains handlers for providing virtualized functionality

to the guest. In particular, it:

– virtualizes a GIC distributor for each guest, preserv-

ing the interrupt isolation invariants,

– handles all other second stage translation faults and

injects them into the core in guest mode,

– receives physical interrupts and registers them as

virtual interrupts in the GIC,

– has a hypercall interface to request IGC notification

interrupts for outgoing channels of a guest.

While the set of handlers is small, the design and verifi-

cation of the GIC handlers is quite cumbersome, mainly

due to the fact that the interrupt controller of our

ARMv8 platform is of an older version that does not

provide full hardware support for distributor virtual-

ization and distribution of virtual interrupts to cores

running in guest mode.

Concerning the modeling of the hypervisor, it would

be infeasible to manually specify it on the low abstrac-

tion level of our system level semantics. Instead we in-

troduce a high level labeled transition system (LTS)

of the hypervisor design, where transitions atomically

change (parts of) the system configuration. This kind of
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Fig. 3: Use cases: with correctness of the crypto service, guest
2 only receives encrypted traffic from guest 1, even if both
guests are compromised. Hence secrets in guest 1 are secure.

reasoning requires an order reduction argument, show-

ing that the fine-grained instruction execution of the

hypervisor can be abstracted into atomic blocks [35].

In our case it suffices to design the LTS in such a way

that each transition contains at most one step that is ei-

ther a send or receive action addressing the GIC (which

is shared by all cores), or an access to a shared hyper-

visor data structure. The LTS can be used later as a

specification to verify the binary hypervisor code [50].

Formally, we introduce such hypervisor transitions

in our system model by adding a new kind of synchro-

nization vector Orcl ω, that specifies a system-wide

oracle transition according to relation ω ⊆ S × S. In

our case ω captures the hypervisor LTS, allowing state

changes in one core and its MMU, the SMMUs, and hy-

pervisor data structures in memory, whenever that core

is running in hypervisor mode. In the system model we

have Orcl ω ` s→ s′ iff (s, s′) ∈ ω.

7 Information Flow Security

In order to show information flow security of the SoC

as constrained by the hypervisor we introduce an ideal

model of the system where each guest is running on an

idealized SoC, connected only through IGC channels.

If the ideal model is a sound and complete abstraction

of the system model, i.e., there exists a bisimulation re-

lation between both, the information flow restrictions

that hold in the ideal model by construction also hold

for the platform model, since the bisimulation prop-

erty forces the traces in both systems to be identical.

Then we can use our platform to build trustworthy sys-

tems where security-critical services are properly iso-

lated from untrusted software. Figure 3 shows the ideal

models for two applications that have been successfully

implemented on top of the HASPOC hypervisor: a se-

cure network bridge and a secure VPN solution for An-

droid phones. By construction, no direct communica-

tion is possible between the untrusted guests and all

information leaving guest 1 has to go through an en-

crypted channel.

Fig. 4: Ideal model: Guest 1 with its share of cores, devices,
and memory regions – connected to guest 2 via an inter-guest
communication (IGC) interrupt and duplicated but synchro-
nized IGC memory channel.

In the context of our formal system model, the ideal

model is a system where each component is instantiated

with one idealized guest SoC. At this level the only in-

terference possible between guests is by message passing

through the IGC notification channels, or via external

I/O through devices owned by the guest SoCs. In ad-

dition there are oracle transitions that synchronize the

contents of memory for the IGC channels between the

guests in order to simulate shared memory whenever

a guest modifies one of its the outgoing IGC memory

channels.

The idealized guest SoC models are structured as

the underlying ARMv8 system model itself, contain-

ing only cores and devices of the guest concerned (see

Fig. 4). The ideal SoC models differ from the platform

models on a few important points:

– Ideal cores execute in guest mode only. At ideal level

hypervisor execution is invisible and effects of han-

dlers on the core are modeled explicitly as part of

the ideal core semantics. For example, hypercall in-

structions get special semantics that reflect a com-

plete handler execution and memory access faults

that are caught by the hypervisor appear as if they

cause a direct jump into the guest’s exception han-

dler. Regular core functionality is specified as in the

system model. In particular the ideal core model still

contains the first stage MMU.

– The range of ideal memories is restricted to each

guest’s memory region. (S)MMUs are replaced by

simple core and device message buffers that either

forward memory requests to memory if they are

within the guest’s memory range or produce a fault

otherwise. No address translation is performed by

these message buffers, all messages use intermedi-

ate physical addresses throughout the ideal model.

These placeholders for the (S)MMUs are introduced

mainly to simplify the bisimulation proof.

– Each guest SoC has an own ideal GIC with a virtual-

ized distributor and physical interrupt interface. We
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define the ideal GIC semantics in such a way that

it reflects the semantics of the hypervisor handlers

that virtualize the distributor and inject virtual in-

terrupts, and only interrupts belonging to the guest

may ever become pending or active.

– To model IGC notification interrupts between guests

we add a special notification interrupt buffer for

each outgoing channel. The buffers are filled by a hy-

percall instruction with idealized semantics mirror-

ing the behavior of the underlying hypervisor han-

dler. Using a global Msg transition with the receiv-

ing guest SoC, an IGC interrupt is injected into the

receiver’s ideal GIC. This simulates the hypervisor

behavior when receiving the physical inter-processor

interrupt and registering it as a virtual interrupt.

Note that we use exactly the same device models as

in the platform model. This is possible since the hyper-

visor allocates I/O regions of devices in the intermedi-

ate physical address space using an identity mapping,

thus devices in both models receive exactly the same

messages and therefore behave identically.

We prove an invariant IInv on ideal model config-

urations s̄ ∈ S̄, to support the bisimulation proof and

sanity-check our specifications. With initial states S̄0
defined similar to S0, we show:

Theorem 2 Given s̄0 ∈ S̄0, all computations t̄ ` s̄0 →
s̄′ establish IInv(s̄′).

Given that there is no hypervisor running in the

ideal model, the ideal invariant is much simpler, cov-

ering basically just well-formedness conditions on the

components and messages in each guest. For the mem-

ory interface buffers and the ideal GIC it also requires

security properties, e.g., that requests sent to memory

are within range, or that only interrupts belonging to

the guest are pending or active. As initially no requests

or interrupts are pending, IInv(s̄0) holds trivially. In

the induction step we first show IInv for internal steps

of a guest SoC. Then we prove that for each IGC chan-

nel the memory regions in sender and receiver SoC are

in sync, if every write into the channel is directly fol-

lowed by a synchronizing oracle transition.

8 Bisimulation Proof

Our final proof goal is to prove a trace equivalence result

relating the platform and ideal models. The proof of

trace equivalence uses a bisimulation R ⊆ S × S̄ as

an unwinding condition as illustrated in Fig. 5. For a

platform state s and an ideal state s̄, if s R s̄ then,

among others, the following properties on the abstract

states of the system components are guaranteed.

Fig. 5: The bisimulation relation (red dashed arrows) between
ideal and platform model is decomposed into component-
specific subclauses for each guest.

– Corresponding cores have the same guest register

and internal states as well as message history vari-

ables while the core is running in guest mode. While

the hypervisor is running, guest registers are either

coupled as above, saved in banked registers, or stored

in hypervisor memory, depending on the kind of reg-

ister and the hypervisor program state.

– Guest memory content in the ideal model is identi-

cal to the memory content in the platform model at

the translated addresses. Similarly, memory requests

and replies are normally present in the ideal model

if, and only if, they are present as address-translated

guest requests/replies in the platform model in cor-

responding components. Exceptions are requests sent

by cores and devices, which have the same (untrans-

lated) addresses, as well as write requests to and

read replies from the virtualized GIC distributor, as

they are processed and sent by the hypervisor on

behalf of the guest to maintain interrupt isolation.

In the latter case, write requests in the ideal model

are projected to sanitized versions in the platform

model, where any updates to protected parts of the

GIC register state are removed by the hypervisor.

Similarly all read replies in the platform model ap-

pear as filtered versions in the ideal model, contain-

ing only information about interrupts belonging to

the guest as other protected information will be re-

moved by the hypervisor as well.

– The translation table lookups of the (S)MMUs are

invisible in the ideal model.

– Device states and message history variables in both

models are identical.

– The state of interrupts in the GIC distributor of a

guest in the ideal model is the same as in the GIC

distributor of the platform model, while no hypervi-

sor interrupt handler is running on one of the guest’s
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cores. Similarly, for each core the same interrupts

are pending or active in the ideal virtualized phys-

ical interface and the platform virtual interrupt in-

terface. During reconfiguration of the interrupt state

by the hypervisor, a more complex coupling is in

place, reflecting the current program state of the

handler, current hypervisor accesses to the GIC, and

the stepping strategy for the bisimulation proof.

– IGC interrupts are active in the ideal IGC notifica-

tion buffer while the corresponding SGI between the

cores in the platform model is pending.

– The register states of the virtual interrupt inter-

face and the virtualized physical interface are equal.

GIC distributor registers are projected to the ideal

model using an uninterpreted filtering function that

removes for each guest information about interrupts

belonging to other guests.

In general, the coupling of components, memory

messages, and interrupts is quite straightforward while

the guest is executing, but more complex during the ex-

ecution of the hypervisor handlers, as the ideal model

artifacts have to be linked with the state of the plat-

form during different phases of the hypervisor execu-

tion. Since our case study focused on the verification

of the system properties guaranteed by the hypervisor,

rather than the correctness of the hypervisor implemen-

tation itself, we direct the interested reader to our tech-

nical specification [9]. The desired correctness theorem

can now be stated in two parts.

Theorem 3 Given initial states s0 ∈ S0 and s̄0 ∈ S̄0
with s0 R s̄0, then (1) for any computation t ` s0 →
s′ of the platform model there exists a corresponding

ideal model computation t̄ ` s̄0 → s̄′ such that s′ R s̄′

holds, and (2) for any computation t̄ ` s̄0 → s̄′ of the

ideal model there exists a corresponding platform model

computation t ` s0 → s′ with s′ R s̄′.

Theorem 3 is proved by induction on n for the two

directions separately. The base case is trivial. In the in-

duction step we use the invariants of both models by

Theorems 1 and 2. We perform a case split over the dif-

ferent steps of the simulated model, the proof of each

case then usually consists of two parts: (1) showing the

existence of a – potentially stuttering – corresponding

step sequence in the simulating model and (2) show-

ing that resulting states are in the bisimulation relation

again, preserving the properties sketched above.

Existence argument While showing the existence of sim-

ulating steps, we apply our enabling specifications, de-

riving the sufficient precondition E from relation R and

the invariants. Thus we can conclude that the desired

corresponding transition is indeed enabled.

Core2Buf

Request q̄

Buf2Mem

Request q̄

Core2Mmu

Request q̄

Mmu2Mem

Request l

Mem2Mmu

Reply rl

more

lookups

Mmu2Mem

Request q

Fig. 6: Bisimulation of a successful MMU translation of core
request q̄ to q, matching platform steps (blue, below) with
ideal steps (red, above). The dashed arrow subsumes a finite
number of page table lookup steps (Mmu2Mem, Mem2Mmu).
Blue lines between platform and ideal states show the bisim-
ulation relation R. Red lines highlight the stepping strategy
when simulating the ideal computation: all address transla-
tion steps are executed for the ideal Core2Buf step, all in-
termediate states are coupled with the resulting ideal state.

However, recall that we do not provide enabling

specifications for all transitions. For instance, given a

platform core transition from σ to σ′, sending a mem-

ory request m, it depends on the uninterpreted internal

core state, if this step is indeed possible in a coupled

ideal core state σ̄. To solve the issue, we require a bisim-

ulation obligation in the shape of (2) that links identi-

cal transitions on the ideal and platform model wrt. an

abstract core coupling relation Rcore that is implied by

the bisimulation relation R on the system states. In the

direction from platform to ideal model (and vice versa)

we demand the following property:

∀σ̄, σ,m, σ′. dσe Rcore dσ̄e ∧ snd(σ,m, σ) ⇒
∃σ̄′. snd(σ̄,m, σ̄′) ∧ dσ′e Rcore dσ̄′e .

Thus we obtain the existence of the corresponding

ideal core step, as well as the required coupling directly

from a proof obligation that has to be discharged for

given platform and ideal core instantiations. As Rcore

requires the registers as well as the internal state of the

cores to be equal, and since we can define the ideal core

model freely, this should be a straightforward exercise.

However, the proof requires to show that the core archi-

tecture does not leak information from higher exception

level registers into guest registers [31,47].

We demand a similar bisimulation obligation for

guest accesses to the virtual GIC interfaces, as their se-

mantics is widely underspecified (cf. Sect. 5.5). Hence,

also any instantiation of the ideal GIC model needs to

match the semantics of the platform model tightly.

Stepping Strategy and Proving R Whenever the hyper-

visor handlers are not involved, steps of both models

are mostly mapped in a one-to-one fashion. Neverthe-

less, the translation steps of the (S)MMUs are invisible

in the ideal model. When simulating an ideal core or

device sending a request to its memory interface buffer,
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we step the (S)MMU until either a fault occurs or the

translation is successful, using the (S)MMU progress

condition. Figure 6 depicts the process for sending a

request from core to memory. Similarly, we step hy-

pervisor handlers to completion in the platform model

when simulating the corresponding ideal transitions.

We add an induction hypothesis to the simulation

of the ideal by the platform model encoding our step-

ping strategy. It states, e.g., that cores of the platform

model are always in guest mode and that no requests

are currently being translated. This saves us from start-

ing the simulation of an ideal transition in the middle

of a hypervisor handler or an address translation in the

MMU. In the opposite simulation direction we cover all

these intermediate states.

When proving the bisimulation relation, we distin-

guish if the simulated step is corresponding to zero,

one, or more steps of the simulating model. In the lat-

ter case we identify one step in the simulating sequence

where we step both models simultaneously. For preced-

ing or subsequent steps the simulated model stutters

and we prove that the bisimulation relation with the

pre or poststate of the simulated transition is preserved.

Recall, that such stuttering only occurs during han-

dler execution and address translation. In all cases we

profit from the compositional approach: as at most two

components change in one model, clauses of R relating

other components are usually preserved trivially.

For clauses related to the implementation of han-

dlers, however, it may happen that other components

need to be taken into account since here the coupling

of ideal and platform model components may be tem-

porarily out of sync and depend on the state of other

components modified by the hypervisor. For instance,

the state of interrupts in the ideal model depends on

the progress of the hypervisor interrupt handler send-

ing messages through the memory system to the GIC.

Interrupts are injected in the ideal model (virtualized)

core interrupt interfaces as soon as the GIC answers an

interrupt acknowledgment request by the hypervisor,

as this is the step at which the hypervisor commits to

injecting the interrupt into the virtual interface.

To establish the relevant clauses of R for a given

component, we apply the system invariants and the

behavioral specification of corresponding steps. For in-

stance, the final pair of steps in Figure 6 send a (trans-

lated) memory request q̄ (q) from the message buffer ū

(MMU u) to memory m̄ (m). From the MMU semantics

we know due(q̄) = Final ⊥ and that q is an address-

translated version of q̄. By Inv we have that the MMU

is configured according to the secure address translation

scheme that is also used for the coupling of guest mes-

sages in R, thus if q̄ targets an intermediate-physical

address in guest memory, then q targets the correspond-

ing address in physical memory. The behavioral speci-

fications require updates du′e.QS = due.QS ∪ {q} and

dm′e.QR = dme.QR ∪ {q} for the message bookkeep-

ing components of MMU and memory, and similarly

dū′e.QS = dūe.QS ∪{q̄} and dm̄′e.QR = dm̄e.QR∪{q̄}
in the ideal model of the corresponding guest. Compo-

nents of other guests are not affected, since the MMU

is dedicated to a single core (and thus a single guest)

and the memory contents are unchanged. The clause in

R that couples the sent MMU requests with the sent

core requests in the ideal message buffer is preserved

because the same requests are added modulo the se-

cure address translation scheme. We argue similarly for

the requests now pending in dm′e.QR and dm̄′e.QR.

For steps that update memory contents, the same

strategy is used, stating first that the same address is

updated in guest memory (modulo address translation)

and using the memory update semantics to show that

the same effects occur. For writes to shared memory

we also need to take into account the synchronization

between IGC memory channels in the ideal world. Be-

fore the synchronization is performed only the sending

guest’s IGC memory is coupled with the platform mem-

ory contents. After the synchronization the coupling of

memory contents holds also for the receiving guest.

9 Application: Transfer of Confidentiality

Having proved the bisimulation theorem, we can apply

it to transfer safety and information flow properties of

the ideal model to the platform model. A caveat is that

we can only transfer properties that can be expressed
in terms of the abstract states, as the bisimulation rela-

tion is agnostic to any underlying instantiations. On the

other hand this approach has the benefit that property

transfer only has to be proved once for a given prop-

erty, and that it applies to all valid instantiations of the

models. To give an example, we sketch how confiden-

tiality of secrets within one guest of the model can be

established on the platform model by proving it on the

ideal model and using the bisimulation to transfer it.

Assume victim V is a guest of the system and all

other guests are controlled by an attacker A (cf. Fig. 3,

where V is the crypto process). There is a secret stored

in V that shall not leak to A. The confidentiality of the

secret can be expressed as a noninterference property

wrt. the possible observations of A in the system [20,

44]. At a high level the observations in the ideal model

are determined by the sequence of A’s input messages.

At a lower level we define observation functions on the

abstraction of state components in the system, to clarify

which parts of the abstract states are indeed observable
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for A. Naturally, in the ideal model all components in

all guests except V are observable.

We now consider transition sequences that have the

same transitions for A (including the same input mes-

sages) but may differ for other actions of V . If we exe-

cute such schedules in ideal system states that are in-

distinguishable for A, i.e., they have the same obser-

vations, then we can apply the completeness property

of our abstract specifications to show that the resulting

states are still indistinguishable. In particular, since the

observations of A cover the complete abstract state of

its components, indistinguishability of two component

states σ̄1, σ̄2 means dσ̄1e = dσ̄2e. Then the completeness

property yields that for each transition on state σ̄1, the

same transition is enabled on σ̄2, resulting in the same

abstract states and thus the same observations.

In order to establish noninterference on the whole

ideal model it remains to show that the sequences of

inputs sent by V to A are independent of the secret. If

there is no IGC communication channel from V to A,

there are no inputs to A except the external ones. As-

suming these are independent of V ’s external outputs,

there is nothing left to show. In what follows we focus

on the more interesting case, where there is an IGC

channel from V to A. Additional inputs to A are V ’s

writes into the IGC memory region and IGC notifica-

tion interrupts. If these events are secret-independent,

e.g., if V never performs secret-dependent accesses to

IGC memory or requests of IGC notification interrupts,

the same sequence of inputs to A is indeed generated

for all possible secret values. Note that this property

can usually not be proved without considering a spe-

cific instantiation of V that includes its program code.

The ideal noninterference property now states that

for initial indistinguishable states s̄1, s̄2 and schedule t̄1
such that t̄1 ` s̄1 → s̄′1, there exists a schedule t̄2 with

the same sequence of transitions and inputs for A such

that t̄2 ` s̄2 → s̄′2 and s̄′2 is indistinguishable from s̄′1.

Next, we define the observations of A on the plat-

form model. The corresponding input events for A are

external inputs, writes by V to the shared IGC mem-

ory, and the registration of an IGC inter-processor in-

terrupt from V to A in the GIC distributor. As the

memory and GIC are shared between all guests the

definition of the observation functions is more tricky.

We omit the states of all cores, (S)MMUs, devices, and

GIC core interfaces belonging to V from the observa-

tions of A. Similarly we remove all memory contents

and messages belonging to the unshared memory of V .

For the GIC distributor we filter out all information be-

longing to interrupts of V from the interrupt and reg-

ister states, except for IGC notification interrupts. We

similarly filter out this information from corresponding

data structures in hypervisor memory, which is other-

wise observable by A as it influences the execution of

the handlers that A invokes.

The observations of A are additionally restricted by

the bisimulation, as not all abstract components in the

platform model are covered by relation R. For instance,

the intermediate states of (S)MMU translation are not

linked to any ideal component. Similarly, the stepping

strategy for hypervisor handlers hides intermediate hy-

pervisor program states. Intuitively, these states do not

reveal any secrets and the attacker has no way to di-

rectly observe them, therefore we only consider plat-

form computations that exhibit the block-wise stepping

strategy of the bisimulation proof, i.e., none of these in-

termediate states are ever exposed.4

We then need to show that indistinguishable plat-

form states are also indistinguishable in the ideal model

when coupled via R and vice versa. Since the abstract

ideal and platform component models match so tightly,

and because we hide intermediate translation and hy-

pervisor states this is straightforward.

Finally we prove noninterference as follows. Assume

ideal and platform initial states s̄1, s̄2, s1, and s2 such

that s1 R s̄1 and s2 R s̄2. Furthermore, consider a

schedule t1 resulting in s′1, i.e., t1 ` s1 → s′1, and let s1
and s2 be indistinguishable for A. As discussed above

this means that also s̄1 and s̄2 are indistinguishable. By

Theorem 3 we obtain a corresponding schedule t̄1, and

t̄1 ` s̄1 → s̄′1 such that s′1 R s̄′1. By the noninterference

property of the ideal model, we get a schedule t̄2 with

the same transitions and inputs for A as in t̄1, and

t̄2 ` s̄2 → s̄′2 such that s̄′2 is indistinguishable from

s̄′1. Applying Theorem 3 again in the other direction,

we deduce noninterference on the platform model, i.e.,

there exists a schedule t2 with the same transitions and

inputs for A as t1 and a platform state s′2, such that

t2 ` s2 → s′2 and s′2 is indistinguishable from s′1 for A.

The bisimulation result also shows that the only

channels available for a malicious guest system to in-

fluence the hypervisor or another guest system is to

use one of the authorized guest-to-guest communica-

tion channels or one of the hypercalls. In particular,

any attempt of attacker A to access memory outside its

assigned memory range will lead to a fault in both the

ideal and the platform model.

10 Implementation

We have executed our case study in the theorem prover

HOL4 and proved information flow security for the guest

4 An alternative approach could set the observations in in-
termediate states to the observations at the beginning or the
end of a block, depending on the stepping strategy.
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basic platf. hyp. ideal bisim. total

model 154 1,756 1,931 1,124 669 5,634
invariant – 613 – 212 – 825
tools 525 – – 198 675 1,398
proofs 773 2,197 1,633 1,922 15,316 21,841

total 1,452 4,566 3,564 3,456 16,660 29,698

Table 1: HOL4 lines of code for basic parts (general data types
etc.), the ideal model, the platform model, the hypervisor, as
well as the bisimulation relation and proof.

execution [9]. In particular, the induction step for the

bisimulation property (Theorem 3) comprises 13 hyper-

visor transitions and 42 transitions that at least partly

concern guest execution in the platform and ideal model

combined. For the latter number of guest steps we have

shown formally that they preserve all 24 clauses of the

bisimulation relation. The ideal invariant (Theorem 2)

is verified completely while the platform invariant (The-

orem 1) is only proven on paper so far [9].

Table 1 provides an overview on the size of the dif-

ferent parts of our development. We consider ”basic”

parts and the developed proof tools as reusable for simi-

lar endeavors. The case study so far took about 15 per-

son months with low to intermediate level of a priori

HOL4-expertise. As can be seen from the numbers, the

modeling effort was moderate considering the complex-

ity of the underlying platform, the proofs make up by

far the largest part of the development, as one would ex-

pect for an interactive proof system. The numbers also

hint at the increased complexity of the platform invari-

ant (and presumably the effort required to formalize its

proof) compared to the ideal model invariant.

We also started to verify hypervisor transitions, but

decided to increase the support for automation first be-

fore tackling the simulation of handler step sequences.

To date, we have developed some first machinery to

step through bisimulation-proofs that map a transition

step of one side to a number of transition steps on the

other side. The ambition is that the human proof engi-

neer would focus on one transition step at a time and in

particular on the actual preservation property, leaving

(de-)composition and rather trivial proof obligations to

the machinery. To that end, we employ a canonical form

for bisimulation goals that we reestablish between the

different steps. The machinery is able to autonomously

identify relevant pre and poststates, as well as transi-

tions, relations and guarantees on them, with the help

of some form of incremental pattern matching. Several

custom tactics automate unfolding and employ tailored

variants of standard machinery such as first order rea-

soning, conditional lifting, or simplifications for record

field updates, case splits, etc. As future work we plan

to extend the machinery by the automatic identifica-

tion and verification of required pre and postconditions

according to our abstract transition specifications.

A large part of the proofs is concerned with tech-

nical arguments about the transition system, e.g., the

matching of memory requests and replies, the relation

of different address regions, or the well-formedness of

system parameters. We envision a formal framework for

decomposed system models that provides a lot of these

properties by construction for a given instantiation and

avoids the pitfalls discovered in our ad-hoc definition.

While conducting formal proofs can be tedious at

times, we experienced that the decomposed modeling

approach indeed helps speeding up the verification en-

gineering process. On one hand, as system transitions

in the decomposed model only modify one or two com-

ponents at a time, proof goals on all other components

could mostly be discharged automatically using reso-

lution solvers. On the other hand, the proofs seem to

be quite robust against local modifications of the mod-

els (which are inevitable when formalizing models of

substantial size), i.e., verification results on unrelated

parts of the system state were usually unaffected by the

changes. We see these observations as further evidence

to our premise that decomposition is an indispensable

tool in the verification of complex systems.

11 Discussion

The methodology described in this paper combines ab-

straction and compositional reasoning to prove reusable

top-level theorems of information flow security. As shown

above, it allows to verify properties like integrity and

confidentiality for the design of complex execution plat-

forms with moderate effort. Nevertheless there are some

assumptions underlying our case study and limitations

inherent to the approach that we want to discuss below.

Memory model In our case study we assumed a flat,

coherent, multi-copy atomic memory model. As of late,

the ARMv8 processors are required to implement a

multi-copy atomic memory semantics. Hence, all of the

weakly consistent memory behavior results from out-of-

order execution in the cores [40]. Therefore, soundness

of the memory model presupposes only that neither

the hypervisor nor the guests break memory coherency.

This assumption can in fact be broken by phenomena

such as mismatched cache attributes that are known to

produce memory incoherency and to potentially break

guest-guest as well as guest-hypervisor isolation [23].

Similar effects can be created using Rowhammer at-

tacks [48]. We did not consider these attack vectors

when defining our platform model, a methodology to

repair proofs of integrity in presence of such storage
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side channels is presented in [36]. In brief, the idea is

to implement countermeasures and enrich the platform

invariant, guaranteeing that the original platform se-

mantics without storage channels is preserved.

Hypervisor model Our formalization of the hypervisor

handlers needs to correctly capture the actual imple-

mentation of the hypervisor. In particular, as the hyper-

visor is a concurrent piece of software, each step in the

hypervisor LTS needs to be implemented by an atomic

block of code that is implementing a locking policy to

synchronize on shared hypervisor data structures and

the GIC distributor. Validating these assumptions re-

quires at least a method for verifying lock implementa-

tions in weakly consistent memory semantics [2,53], an

order reduction argument [35], and a binary code veri-

fication approach [24]. Consisting of some 8000 lines of

source code, formal verification of the hypervisor imple-

mentation is feasible, albeit out of scope for this work.

Timing channels The platform model presented above

does not model time explicitly, hence the hypervisor

design is potentially susceptible to timing side-channel

attacks [19]. However, the attack surface is reduced as

cores and accompanying L1 caches are not shared by

different guests. Nevertheless the cores are shared with

the hypervisor and its timing behavior when access-

ing shared hypervisor data structures could in princi-

ple leak information about hypervisor thread activity

on behalf of other guests. Attacks based on speculative

execution seem a slightly more credible thread. While

MMU-circumventing attacks like Foreshadow-NG [55]

do not seem to be possible on ARM processors, Spectre-

type attacks [33] on hypervisor handlers may enable an

attacker to read hypervisor data structures and leak

information about the behavior of other guests. The

biggest thread to information flow security is possibly

the last-level cache that is shared between all cores [29].

Timing attacks in this concurrent scenario can be pre-

vented by a cache coloring scheme [30], however in the

presence of communication channels, the performance

overhead is likely to be high, as each IGC channel would

need a separate cache color to isolate shared from pri-

vate memory access behavior.

Message definitions As discussed earlier, the bisimu-

lation theorem proved in this work can only transfer

properties that are expressible on the abstract compo-

nent models. The same issue arises when considering

the definition of messages M of the platform. If the

definition is precise, i.e., if it does not contain uninter-

preted placeholder variables that can be refined by an

instantiation later, then the information that can be

exchanged by components is fixed. For instance, in our

case study, the memory replies R have a fixed defini-

tion, they only contain the original request as well as

a return value for reads or fault information. Thus, in

hindsight we cannot easily add additional information,

e.g., about cache hits or misses, to the memory reply

messages without adapting the overall proof.

Leaving parts of messages underspecified, as we do

for requests Q, allows to add information during instan-

tiation of the platform model, but this comes at a cost

when verifying transitions that create such messages.

For instance, when proving the bisimulation for send-

ing transitions of ideal and platform cores, we need a

bisimulation obligation to ensure that the same message

is sent by coupled core components. Moreover, instanti-

ations of components receiving such messages may only

use the additional information in ways that are consis-

tent with their behavioral specification. For memories

in particular, this means that the additional message in-

formation in requests must not affect the memory con-

tents when executing read or write requests.

Modeling shared caches As argued above, timing chan-

nels pose a security thread to the confidentiality of

secret guest data, mainly due to the shared last-level

cache. While a precise model of the platform’s timing

behavior seems out of reach, at least the cache state

may be exposed in order to be able to reason about

cache-based channels. It should be straight-forward to

add an explicit cache model to the abstract states and

transition specifications of ideal and platform mem-

ories. If the hypervisor implemented a cache-coloring

scheme, the platform invariants have to be adapted to
constrain the mapping of guest memory addresses to

cache lines. The bisimulation relation would map the

corresponding parts of the cache state to partial cache

states in each guest, in a similar fashion as we couple

the shared GIC distributor state. In its current shape,

the hypervisor leaves the handling of timing channels

to the guests. Thus, if caches are modeled, the ideal

model would need to contain an additional communica-

tion channel between all guests, synchronizing the cache

state for each memory access in the platform.

Complications arise if cache state and semantics are

left uninterpreted at the abstract level, i.e., to be de-

fined precisely during instantiation. In principle, this is

desirable, as it allows the overall bisimulation to cover

any cache implementation. In practice, however this ap-

proach would require bisimulation obligations to couple

the uninterpreted cache states in the ideal and platform

model. In any case, the abstract models would have to

take the presence or absence of countermeasures em-

ployed by the hypervisor into account. Defining an un-
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interpreted model of shared caches, that can be success-

fully instantiated, seems like a hard problem.

An alternative, potentially more practical approach

is to leave the caches out of the abstract models and

handle cache-based information flow at the instantiated

platform level. Similar to the handling of cache-based

storage channels [36], the platform invariant could be

enriched to cover countermeasures that prevent the cache

state to leak secret information of one guest to another,

e.g., cache partitioning by the hypervisor, or secret-

independent memory accesses by a guest. Then, having

confidentiality on the platform model, modulo the cache

state, the observations of the attacker can be extended

to include the cache state as well. The correctness of

the countermeasures then ensures that also the cache

states of an attacker are indistinguishable for different

values of a victim’s secret.

Defining abstractions The definitions of the abstract

states and transition specifications for the platform com-

ponents are the cornerstone of this work. Throughout

the proof process, we have identified specifications that

are sufficiently strong to allow the bisimulation to be

proved. The bisimulation proof guarantees that all de-

tailed component instantiations, satisfying the abstract

specifications, exhibit the same secure information flow

as in the ideal model.

Naturally, it is easy to make too strong assumptions

here, hence it is crucial to discharge the proof obliga-

tions on detailed component models. If such a proof

fails, the abstract state and abstraction function, tran-

sition specifications, or the coupling relation for that

component need to be adapted. Here the decomposed

verification approach reduces the cost of re-verification,

too, as hopefully only local changes are required.

Trustworthy hardware models When instantiating com-

ponents and proving that abstractions correctly model

their behavior, there is a shift in the assumptions of

our bisimulation theorem. Instead of the relying on the

correctness of the abstractions, the soundness of the

theorem now relies on the assumption that the detailed

component models describe the behavior of the actual

hardware correctly. This is a common problem for all

formal treatments of computer systems and not specific

to our approach. In absence of a machine-readable hard-

ware specification provided by the vendors [41], trust

in the models can be increased by simulating them

against the actual hardware [3] or other extensively

tested hardware emulators [10,11]. Recently there have

also been efforts to synthesize instruction semantics us-

ing machine learning [28]. While these approaches usu-

ally target processor semantics, their application to sys-

tem components like (S)MMUs, devices, or the inter-

rupt controller, are an open problem.

A more philosophical question is why other people

should trust a formal development that is as large as

ours. Leaving aside the correctness of HOL4 (which we

take for granted), a critical reader of our work, e.g., a

certification agent, would have to assess all our defini-

tions and formulations of theorems in order to judge

if they correctly capture the problem. To assist such a

process, we provide extensive technical documentation

and guidance describing the formal artifacts and their

underlying intentions [9].

Nevertheless these are in nature just informal as-

surances. We believe that a more structured approach

to the creation of platform specifications and top-level

proofs is a way to greatly increase trust in formal veri-

fication. Having a formal framework that enshrines the

methodology outlined in this paper ensures that mod-

els, specifications, and theorems are presented in a uni-

form style and proofs may be increasingly automated.

Moreover it allows to apply sanity checks on the given

definitions and the integration of domain-specific lan-

guages to either define models in a more readable way

or import existing ones automatically.

12 Conclusion

With the increasing hardware support for virtualiza-

tion and enhanced security threats through malicious

devices, security analysis of embedded systems today

needs to consider the behavior of all SoC components.

To address this issue, we presented an approach for the

compositional verification of SoC level security proper-

ties in a virtualization context. It enables a top-down

approach to system verification, by modeling SoC com-

ponents as communicating automata with relatively ab-

stract specifications, that can be refined gradually by

more detailed component models.

Our HOL4 case study for an ARMv8 hypervisor

highlighted the re-usability and adaptability of the ap-

proach. The preliminary results suggest that the ver-

ification of security properties for a complete SoC is

feasible, yet still time-consuming, especially for com-

plex COTS systems. For future work we therefore envi-

sion a formal framework supporting both the modeling

(e.g. with a domain specific language) and the reason-

ing (with more automation). The discussed case study

provided valuable insights towards that goal. Further

directions of work include discharging the proof obli-

gations posed by our abstract transition specifications

for the existing detailed component models of ARMv8

core and MMU, transferring information flow properties
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along the lines of Section 9, and verifying countermea-

sures against cache-based information leakage.
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